
Force and Motion
May the Force Be With You



MOTION
Motion is the change of position compared to a place or an object that is not 
moving. Moving from one place to another place. Motion can be observed, 
measured, and described.
Every object in the universe is moving. They can move:

*Straight, circular, zig zag, side to side
Motion is described by:
  *speed: the distance something travels in a certain amount of time

*velocity: speed in a certain distance
*acceleration: velocity changes over time



Force
Force is any push (away from you) or pull (towards you) on an object. A force is 
required to change the motion of an object. Forces can move, change the speed and 
shape of an object. 
Contact Force: forces when two things touch.
Field Force: Forces that act over distance (gravity/magnets)
Forces have:
 magnitude  how strong the force is and is measured in newtons and                    
used in a spring scale,
 direction which way the force is acting.
Balanced Forces are forces on an object that are equal in size and direction, no change 
in motion.
Unbalanced forces are forces that cause change in motion because the two forces are 
not equal in size.



Types of Forces
1) Gravity: force of attraction between two objects. Gravity pulls on all objects on 

Earth. Earth’s gravitational pull is the strongest. The force will depend on the 
object's mass and Earth’s mass, and Earth’s size and how far above Earth the 
object is. Pulling force that pulls things down to the center of Earth.

2) Friction: force that results when you rub 2 materials against each other. Can 
make an object slow down and not move

3) Magnetic: pulling force when placed near magnetic objects and other 
magnets with opposite poles.

4) Electrical Forces: push/pull between objects with electrical charges
5) Buoyancy: an upward motion pushing force exerted by water



 How is force measured?
1) Work: the energy used when a force moves an object. Measured in joule (J).
Work =  force (newton or n) x distance (meter or m)]
Example: force 10N  x    Distance  5M        10N x 5m= 50J
               
2) Power: The rate at which work is done
Power (watt/w)= work (joules/j) /time (seconds/s)
Example: work=20J     Time= 4S       20J/4s= 5W

3) Speed: how fast something moves. 
speed=distance (meters/m) /time (seconds/s)



Newton’s Laws of Motion
1st Law:  Often referred to as the Law of Inertia. Object in motion will stay in 
motion. An object at rest will stay at rest, unless acted upon by an unbalanced 
force. The tendency of an object to resist any change in motion. For example, 
when a train comes to a stop, your body will still move forward.

2nd Law: Acceleration is produced when a force acts on a mass. Heavier an 
object more force you need to move it. Acceleration is the rate at which velocity of 
an object changes over time. Force can act on an object and cause it to slow 
down, speed up or change directions. Example: 1 box is easier to move than 2 
boxes.

3rd Law: Often referred to as Action-Reaction Law. For every action there is an 
equal and opposite reaction. Example: Bumper Cars 


